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MGO Tutorial: Plume Management

Introduction
Pumping well optimization technology is used to determine the ideal pumping well 
locations, and ideal pumping rates at these locations, in order to minimize or maximize 
a specified criteria. Typically, pumping well optimization is used in the following 
applications: 

• Groundwater remediation system design: Pumping well optimization is used 
to estimate the most cost-effective pump-and-treat groundwater remediation 
system by minimizing factors such as the number of pumping wells, and total 
pumping rates, while maintaining capture of the contaminated groundwater 
plume. 

• Site dewatering system design: Pumping well optimization is used to estimate 
the most cost-effective pumping system design by minimizing factors such as 
the number of pumping wells, and total pumping rates, while maintaining the 
required water table drawdown.

• Water Resources Management: Pumping well optimization is used to 
estimate the maximum yield of a water supply pumping well, while 
maintaining a required water level in the aquifer.

These are just a few common examples of the many possible applications for pumping 
well optimization. 

Visual MODFLOW currently supports the public domain version of the Modular 
Groundwater Optimizer (MGO) program developed by Dr. Chunmiao Zheng and P. 
Patrick Wang from the University of Alabama, in cooperation with Groundwater 
Systems Research Ltd. Detailed documentation about the optimization algorithms and 
capabilities of MGO are provided in the MGO Documentation and User's Guide (Zheng 
and Wang, 2003). An electronic copy of this document is included on the Visual 
MODFLOW installation CD-ROM, in the Manual folder.

This tutorial describes how to set up and run a Pumping Well Optimization simulation 
using Visual MODFLOW. Although some details of the required inputs and parameters 
will be provided in this chapter, you are encouraged to read the MGO Documentation 
and User's Guide in order to better understand the benefits and limitations of Pumping 
Well Optimization using MGO. 

NOTE: Some features described in this tutorial are only available in a Pro or Premium 
version.
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Well Optimization Limitations
In Visual MODFLOW, pumping well optimization may only be used under the 
following conditions:

• MODFLOW 96 flow engine, with PCG2, SIP, or SOR solver; 
• MT3DMS transport engine; 
• Steady-State Flow

Background
This example illustrates containment and cleanup of contaminated groundwater plume 
of two different non-reactive species, in a two layer river-aquifer system. The purpose 
is to minimize the contaminant remaining in the aquifer, while achieving cleanup to the 
MCL (5 ppb), within one year and while preventing contamination from reaching water 
supply blocks or the river. This will be done with the use of the MGO GA Heuristic 
Optimization. 

Visual MODLFOW provides a user-friendly interface for creating MODFLOW and 
MT3DMS simulations, running the numeric engines, and displaying the results. In 
addition, it now provides an interface for defining MGO well optimization simulations.

How to Use this Tutorial
This tutorial is divided into two optimization scenarios, each containing a unique 
optimization objective. The tutorial is designed so that the user can examine specific 
aspects of the Visual MODFLOW and MGO environment. Each section is written in an 
easy-to-use step-wise format. The scenarios are arranged as follows.

Scenario 1 - Minimizing total mass remaining while achieving containment and 
cleanup within 5 ppb

Scenario 2- Minimizing total water pumped while achieving containment and cleanup 
within 5 ppb

Terms and Notations
For the purposes of this tutorial, the following terms and notations will be used:

Type: - type in the given word or value
Select:- click the left mouse button where indicated

- press the <Tab> key
↵ - press the <Enter> key

- click the left mouse button where indicated
- double-click the left mouse button where indicated
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The bold faced type indicates menu or window items to click on or values to type in.

[...] - denotes a button to click on, either in a window, or in the side or bottom menu 
bars.

Opening the Visual MODFLOW Model

Getting Started
On your Windows desktop, you will see an icon for Visual MODFLOW.

 Visual MODFLOW to start the program

The EX4 model has already been created for you; the model was designed by importing 
MODFLOW files, and defining the necessary transport parameters.

To open this model, 

File / Open from the top menu bar

Browse to the C:\My Documents\Visual MODFLOW\Tutorial\MGOTransport 
folder, and locate the Ex4.VMF file. 

Select this file, and 

[Open] 

You will now briefly examine the Visual MODFLOW model.

Input from the top menu bar

This will load the input window of Visual MODFLOW, as shown below.
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This image displays the grid of the model; as you can see, the model domain is 8 rows 
by 6 columns, by 2 layers. Cell size is 80 X 80 meters. Total area is 75.9 acres.

We will now briefly review the inputs for this model.

Wells / Pumping Wells from the top menu bar, to see the well data.

As you can see, there are two unmanaged drinking water extraction wells in this model.

The study area has 6 candidate extraction wells (PB8-13) and 7 candidate injection 
wells (PB1-7). This comprises a total of 13 well blocks. Normally, one block describes 
one well, screened in multiple layers. However, for 2 injection wells, the blocks are 
designed so that an optimal strategy can utilize neither, either, or both layers.

The candidate injection wells have an initial rate of 0 m3/day, and the candidate 
extraction wells have an initial rate of -1 m3/day. The negative rate is needed to indicate 
to MGO, that these wells are extraction wells. 

Properties / Conductivity from the top menu bar, to see the conductivity 
zones for the model. 

Layer 1 is unconfined, (Layer type 1), with a conductivity Kx and Ky=91.25 
m/day, and Kz=0.3022 m/day;
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Layer 2 is confined, (Layer type0), with a conductivity of Kx and Ky=86.67 
m/day, and Kz=8.67 m/day. 

Properties / Initial Concentration from the top menu bar, to see the 
contaminant data. Maximum initial concentration of Conc001 is 180 ppb, in 
Layer 1 (you can view the color-concentration relationship by clicking the 
[Database] button on the side menu); 

The Wells overlay is obstructing the view of the Initial Concentration overlay. You can 
correct this using the Overlays dialogue

[F9-Overlay] button. 

Uncheck BC(F)-Wells.

[OK] to apply the changes and close the dialogue.

The Initial Concentration overlay is not clearly visible.

Next button from the side tool bar, to scroll to Layer 2.

CONC002 from the side tool bar, to see the initial properties for contaminant 
2, in layer 2. Maximum initial concentration of Conc002 is 210 ppb, in Layer 
2.

Previous button from the side tool bar, to return to Layer 1.

Boundaries / Constant Head from the top menu bar, to see the boundary 
conditions for the model.

ZBud from the top menu bar, to see the defined zones for the model. This 
model contains three zones that concern us:

• Zone 2 (exclusion area used for containment goal)
• Zone 3 (clean up area), and
• Zone 4 (area for pumping well head constraints)

In the next section, we will run the flow and transport model.

Run Unmananged, Non-optimal Simulation
You will now run the model to see the results of the contaminant migration, when no 
containment measures are in place.

File / Main Menu from the top menu bar

Run from the top menu bar

Run from the main menu bar a second time.
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Make sure that MODFLOW 96 and MT3DMS numeric engines are selected (checked) 
in the Engines to Run dialogue.

Translate & Run 

The MODFLOW 96 and MT3DMS numeric engines will then run. This should take 
approximately 1-2 minutes, depending on system resources.

When this is complete,

Close button.

Then, to see the output, 

Output from the main menu bar.

This will display the contaminant plume for Conc001. Your display should look as 
follows:

As you can see, there are concentrations that exceed the 5 ppb MCL in Zone 2 and 3 in 
both layers, within 180 days (Click [Time] button from the side menu to change the 
time). This contaminant source will threaten the water supply wells, and the river.

From the toolbar, 

Maps>Contouring>Concentration.

Species>C(O)-Conc002.

Go to Layer 2

From the contour map for Conc002, you can see that concentrations also exceed the 5 
ppb level in both zones, after 180 days. 
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We will now return to the run menu to define a pumping strategy to achieve 
containment and cleanup goals within the specified time periods.

Scenario 1
GOAL: The goal of this scenario is to minimize the total dissolved phase contaminant 
mass remaining in the aquifer, while achieving containment and cleanup within 5 ppb, 
at the end of the planning horizon. 

We will now proceed to define the MGO optimization settings. To load the MGO input 
module,

File / Main Menu from the top menu bar

Run from the top menu bar

Optimization / Well Optimization from the main menu.

This will load the Optimization Options window, as shown below:

MGO for the Optimization engine.

You will now define the decision variables for Scenario 1. 
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Defining MGO Decision Variables and Groups
A Decision Variable (DV) is a model input that may be influenced or controlled by the 
user. These are the inputs that you are trying to optimize. For MGO, the DVs are 
limited to Pumping Wells (Extraction and/or Injection Wells).

Adding Decision Variables
The study area has 6 candidate extraction wells (PB8-13) and 7 candidate injection 
wells (PB1-7). This comprises a total of 13 well blocks. Normally, one block describes 
one well, which can be screened over multiple layers. However, two of the injection 
wells have been divided into individual blocks per layer: PB1, PB2, and PB3, PB4. The 
blocks are designed so that an optimal strategy can utilize neither, either, or both layers.

MGO does not support optimization of both extraction wells and injection well 
simultaneously. As such, we will add extraction wells as decision variables, and add 
injection wells as Pumping Balance Constraints.

In this exercise, you will add the candidate extraction wells as decision variables.

the Add Decision Variable button  located below the table, and the Add 
Decision Variable(s) window will appear.

This window lists all of the Extraction Wells and/or Injection Wells in the model. 

Extraction Well at the top

PB-8, PB-9, PB-10, PB-11, PB-12, PB-13

[OK] to close the dialog
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For each decision variable, enter the following Min Rate.

Type: 0 m^3/day

For each decision variable, enter the following Max Rate

Type: 1775 m^3/day

NOTE: In the Well Optimization packages, pumping rates are treated as absolute 
values. It is not necessary to define extraction rates as negative values, or injection rates 
as positive values. 

Defining Decision Variable Groups
A Decision Variable Group (DV Group) is a collection of individual DVs which may 
have similar 'interests'. These DV Groups are used for different purposes depending on 
which optimization engine is selected. When using MGO, a DV Group may only be 
used to define pumping balance constraints. A DV Group must contain a minimum of 
one active DV. 

For this example, you will create a group containing the extraction wells (blocks). To 
create a new DV Group, 

the Add Decision Variable Group button  located below the table, and 
the following Edit Group window will appear: 

Candidate Extraction Wells at the top, for the name

Extraction Well for the type

PB-8, PB-9, PB-10, PB-11, PB-12, PB-13

[OK] to close the dialog. The new DV Groups will appear in the table.
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This concludes the requirements for Decision variables. If you have entered the data 
successfully, your window should be similar to the figure shown below.

[Next] to proceed to the next window

Defining Constraints
The management objectives must be achieved within a set of constraints, which may be 
derived from technical, economic, legal, or political conditions associated with the 
project. There may be constraints on decision variables and state variables, and they 
may take the form of either equalities or inequalities. Constraints on the decision 
variables include the number of candidate wells, the upper and lower bounds for 
pumping/injection rates, and the candidate well locations. Constraints on the state 
variables might include the requirement that hydraulic heads be maintained above or 
below a certain level, or that contaminant concentrations not exceed regulatory 
standards at specified compliance points (Zheng and Wang, 2003). 

In this example, we will define constraints on the pumping rates, on the chemical 
concentrations at the end of the simulation, and on the head constraints for the pumping 
well screens.

Global Constraints
The Global Constraints are applied to all Decision Variables as a whole, and influence 
the total pumping rate and the total number of active pumping wells. 
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The constraints specify that no more than two extraction blocks (wells), and two 
injection blocks (wells) can be used in the optimization. In addition, the total value of 
extraction cannot exceed 3543.15 m3/day (650 gpm). For this simulation, we set the 
maximum extraction equal to 3543.15 m3/day, as this is the maximum capacity of a 
representative Carbon adsorption unit. Permitting flow to exceed this rate would 
increase construction costs significantly, because an additional carbon adsorption unit 
would be needed.

Under the Global Constraints, define the following options:

Yes to Use Global Rate Constraint

Type: -3545 for the Min Total Pumping Rate

Type: 0 for the Max Total Pumping Rate

Note: Since an extraction is treated as a negative quantity, you must specify this as a 
negative rate, in the Min field, when using MGO. 

Under Well Location Optimization,

Specify number of active wells 

Type: 2 for the Max active wells

Type: 1000000 for the Max active penalty

The Global Constraints frame should now look as follows:

Pumping Balance Constraints
The Pumping Balance Constraints establish the dependence relationships among 
different wells. They are typically imposed to link the flow rates of unmanaged wells 
with those of managed wells. This option is only available for the MGO engine.

In this scenario, we specify that: Total Injection = Total Extraction.

We force the total sum of extraction rates to equal the total injection rate because all 
treated water (obtained from extraction wells) will be reinjected into the ground. This is 
often important for water supply, environmental, and economic reasons. 
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In MGO, Injection wells will be added in the constraints as unmananged wells. 
(Unmanaged wells are pumping blocks whose rate is fixed in the input, and are not used 
as a decision variable or computed in the MGO simulation.)

We will add two random injection wells, in order to balance out the flow of the two 
candidate extraction wells. Each injection well will have a -0.5 multiplication factor, to 
balance the rates (since there are two candidate injection wells, the total rate must be 
divided equally; if there were four extraction and four injection wells, then the 
multiplication factor would be -0.25 for each injection well).

In order to specify a Balance Constraint for MGO using Visual MODFLOW, the 
unmanaged wells must already be present in the model, and the managed pumping 
wells may only be selected if they belong to a DV Group. You will recall that we have 
already added this DV group in the Management tab.

To add a new Balance Constraint,

Add Balance Constraint button  located below the table. The following 
Add Balance Constraint(s) window will appear: 

Candidate Extraction Wells group at the top

Next, you must select two of the unmanaged injection wells.

PB-5, PB-6

[OK] to close the dialog

Next, you must specify the multiplier and constant for the injection wells
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Type: -0.5 for the Multiplier for each well

Type: 0 for the Constant for each well

The Pumping Balance Constraints should look as follows:

State Variable Constraints
The State Variable Constraints are constraints based on system responses to the 
stresses introduced by the Decision Variables. These typically include constraints such 
as minimum and maximum allowed values of head, or concentration, at a selected 
location. 

For Scenario 1, add the following constraints:

Add State Variable button  located below the grid.

In the Add State Variables dialog,

Concentration under State Variable Type

CONC001 under Species

Zone2 and Zone3

[OK]

In the State Variables Constraints grid, define the bounds for the constraints:

Type: 0 (ug/l) for the Lower Bound 

Type: 5 (ug.l) for the Upper Bound 

The default Penalty value is sufficient for this simulation.

Next, repeat these steps for CONC002,

Add State Variable button  located below the grid.

In the Add State Variables dialog,

Concentration under State Variable Type.

CONC002 under Species

Zone2 and Zone3

[OK]

In the State Variables Constraints grid, define the bounds for the constraints:
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Type: 0 (ug/l) for the Lower Bound 

Type: 5 (ug.l) for the Upper Bound 

The default Penalty value is sufficient for this simulation.

Next, you need to define Head constraints for the pumping wells (the pumping blocks). 
The Head Constraint dictates that the water level in the well must remain in a specified 
bounds during the simulation. In this model, Zone4 contains the pumping well screen 
interval locations in the model domain.

Add State Variable button  located below the grid.

In the Add State Variables dialog,

Head under State Variable Type.

Zone4

[OK]

In the State Variables Constraints grid, define the bounds for the Head constraints:

Type: 13 (m) for the Lower Bound 

Type: 19 (m) for the Upper Bound 

The default Penalty value is sufficient for this simulation.

Once you are finished, the Constraints window should be similar to the one shown 
below.
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[Next] to proceed to the next window.

Defining Optimization Objectives
The objectives for an optimization problem can be defined as the net present value of 
the management costs, taken over an engineering planning horizon. The costs can 
include the capital costs associated with well drilling and installation, and operation 
costs associated with pumping and/or treatment over the lifetime of the project. Other 
forms of the objective function are also possible. For example, for a long-term 
contamination containment system, the objective function can be defined simply in 
terms of the total pumping volume, since the one-time drilling and installation costs 
may be negligible compared to the cumulative pumping and treatment costs. The exact 
form of the objective function depends on the nature of each individual problem.

In this window, define the optimization options

Minimize for the Optimization Direction.

For Scenario 1, you will use the Objective: 

Total Mass Removed or Remaining (since Minimize is selected, the goal 
will be to Minimize the Total Mass Remaining).

In MGO, the optimization will attempt to minimize the total mass remaining of all 
species; it is not possible to minimize the masses of individual chemical species.

Deselect the other objectives and the window should look as follows:

[Next] to proceed to the next window.

Defining Control Options
The Control options define the settings that control the numerical aspects of the 
optimization process. These settings are used to 'tune' the optimization process.
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Solver Settings
MGO supports three different solvers for the Optimization process:

• Genetic Algorithm (GA)
• Simulated Annealing (SA)
• Tabu Search (TS)

Genetic Algorithm for the Solver

For this simulation, the default Solver settings are fine.

Solution Settings
The default solution settings are sufficient for this simulation.

Output Settings
The default output settings are sufficient for this simulation.

The Control tab should now appear as shown below:

[Run] to begin the simulation

Running Simulation and Viewing Output
When you click Run, this will launch the MGO engine, automatically translate the 
Visual MODFLOW and MGO input files, and launch the necessary numeric engines. 
The MGO engine will run in a DOS window, as shown in the following figure:
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The simulation will require about 3-5 minutes depending on system resources.

Once the optimization simulation is complete, the DOS window will close 
automatically, and an Optimization Results window will open. Interpreting the results 
is explained in the following section. 

Interpreting and Utilizing Well Optimization Results
Once the simulation is complete, the Optimization Results window (as shown in the 
following figure) will appear:

In the Decision Variables tab, we can see that MGO calculated an optimal extraction 
rate for two wells: PB9 and PB10. It also calculated an equal injection rate for two 
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injection wells, such that the constraint that injection = extraction is satisfied. In 
addition, the global constraint of max extraction rate of ~3500 m3/day is also satisfied.

In the Objective Function tab, we can see progress of the calculated objective function 
value through the course of the simulation, at each iteration. You will recall, for this 
simulation, we used 20 iterations.

Finally, the MGO Output file (.MGO) displays the MGO simulation input file and 
output file.
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Now, we will confirm if these optimized injection/extraction rates have satisfied the 
constraints we have defined. To do so, we must view the Visual MODFLOW results. 

Since we do not want to overwrite the original pumping rates with these calculated 
pumping rates, we will not import the MGO results into Visual MODFLOW.

[Close] button. 

Next, we will load the output of Visual MODFLOW. Please continue in the next 
section. 

Viewing Visual MODFLOW Output
To load the Visual MODFLOW output, 

Output from the main menu bar

The Visual MODFLOW output window will load as shown below. 

For this example, we are mainly interested in the calculated plume locations at the end 
of the simulation time. Therefore, we can turn off the unnecessary output overlays.

F9 button. 

List only the visible overlays
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Deselect all overlays except C(O)-CONC001, Gridlines, and C(l)-Contour 
Labels.

[OK]

Next, we must select the Concentration overlay from the side toolbar. 

Concentration from the picklist. 

This will display a contour map of CONC001. To advance the plume to the end time, 

Time - Next button from the side toolbar

This will advance the time to 270 days. 

Time - Next button. 

This will advance the time to 365 days.
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As you can see from the contour map, the levels of CONC001 are below the constraint 
level of 5 ug/l. You may display the exact cell-by-cell values, using the Cell Inspector, 
if you wish. 

To do so, 

Tools / Cell Inspector from the main menu

Options tab

Under Grid Position, turn on Row, Column, Layer

Then, under Output, turn on , Concentration, and Species Name.

Cell Values tab 

Then, move your mouse cursor over the contour map to see the exact calculated values 
for CONC001. You will see the maximum value is <5 ug/L.
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Next, we will inspect the calculated plume for CONC002

F9 button. 

Deselect the overlay C(O)-CONC001

[OK]

To activate CONC002,

Species - CONC002 button from the side toolbar.

There is no need to advance the time, since the time will be still set to 365 days by the 
previous actions. However, you will recall that the initial concentration for CONC002 
was assigned in Layer 2. Therefore, we need to go to this layer to see the calculated 
plume.

GoTo - Next button from the side toolbar

As you can see from the contour map, the levels of CONC002 are below the constraint 
level of 5 ug/l, in Layer 2. You may display the exact cell-by-cell values, using the Cell 
Inspector, if you wish. You will see the maximum value is <5 ug/L

Therefore, we can conclude that the pumping rates calculated by MGO at PB9, PB10, 
and the corresponding injection rates at PB5 and PB6, will satisfy our concentration 
constraints. We can then consider these well locations and pumping rates as a potential 
clean-up scenario for this site. These well locations are outlined with a box on the map 
below.
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In the next scenario, we will try to minimize total water extracted, while still satisfying 
the same head and concentration constraints. However, a different set of extraction and 
injection wells will be utilized. 

Scenario 2
GOAL: The goal of this scenario is to minimize total water pumped while achieving 
containment and cleanup within 5 ppb.

We will now proceed to define the MGO optimization settings. To load the MGO input 
module,

File / Main Menu from the top menu bar

Run from the top menu bar

Optimization / Well Optimization from the main menu.

This will load the Optimization Options window.

MGO for the Optimization engine.

Defining Decision Variables and Groups
For scenario 2, the same decision variables apply. 
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In the Decision Variables Grid, enter the following values for the Water Cost

Type: 1 for each well

The same min and max rates will be used for these wells. 

[Next] to proceed to the next window.

Defining Constraints

Global Constraints
For Scenario 2, the constraints specify that no more than two extraction blocks (wells), 
and two injection blocks (wells) can be used in the optimization. In addition, the total 
value of extraction must be between 2801.81 m3/day (514 gpm) and 3543.15 m3/day 
(650 gpm).

Under the Global Constraints, define the following options:

Yes to Use Global Rate Constraints.

Type: -3543.15 for the Min Total Pumping Rate

Type: -1000 for the Max Total Pumping Rate

Specify number of active wells for the Well Location Optimization.

Type: 2 for the Max active wells

Type: 100000 for the Max active penalty

Pumping Balance Constraints
For scenario 2, the same injection wells will be used for pumping balance constraints. 

State Variable Constraints
For Scenario 2, the same state variable constraints will be used. 

The Constraints tab should look as follows:
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[Next] to proceed to the next window.

Defining Optimization Objectives
In this window, define the optimization options

Minimize for the Optimization Direction.

For Scenario 2, you will use the Objective: 

Select Total Water Extracted

De-select the other objectives

[Next] to proceed to the next window

Defining Control Options
For Scenario 2, the previous run settings may be used.

[Run] to begin the MGO simulation.

Running Simulation and Viewing Output
Once the simulation is complete, the Optimization Results window will appear:

In the Decision Variables tab, we can see that MGO calculated an optimal extraction 
and injection rates for the wells: 
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Since we do not want to overwrite the original pumping rates with these calculated 
pumping rates, we will not want to import the MGO results into Visual MODFLOW.

Once the simulation is complete, 

[Close] button. 

Next, we will load the output of Visual MODFLOW.

Viewing Visual MODFLOW Output
In this section, we will verify the results of the simulation by confirming if the 
calculated pumping rates have satisfied the constraints we have defined. To do so, we 
must view the Visual MODFLOW results. 

Output from the top menu bar, and the Visual MODFLOW output window 
will load.

Using similar procedures as explained above, load the contaminant plumes for 
CONC001 and CONC002 at day 365, and confirm if the concentration levels fall 
within the constraints for this simulation. 
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You will see that the concentration plumes still fall within the constraints we set in the 
MGO input. Therefore, we can conclude that the pumping rates calculated by MGO 
satisfy our concentration constraints. We can then consider these well locations and 
pumping rates as a potential clean-up scenario for this site. 

Summary and Recommendations
The results of the two scenarios are as follows:

From Scenario 1, we determined that the optimal extraction wells are PB9, PB10, and 
the injection wells that we selected PB5 and PB6 will satisfy the optimization goals we 
defined. The optimal extraction rates are ~1775 m3/day for each extraction well, and 
~1775 m3/day for each injection well. This satisfies the global constraints, of total max 
pumping rate of ~3500 m3/day, and also satisfies the requirement that extraction = 
injection. 

From Scenario 2, we determined that the total water extracted is ~3500 m3/day, which 
satisfies the requirements for the carbon filtration units. In addition, the two extraction 
wells and two injection wells that we selected are adequate to achieve the clean up 
goals.

Feel free to experiment with other wells as decision variables to see if you can achieve 
better results that what was determined in this exercise.
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